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> First feeling, first instinct: the street is the mess. Maybe 
the urban crisis is the representation of the all crisis

> Where some people are fighting for something, 
sometimes Exarchia’s street have a violent reputation. 
(The demonstration of the 17th November showed us 
this area can be violent, and sometimes dangerous.) 

>This quarter can be also one of the appropriated 
streets, by the population. (living room and the steet: 
show picture) The habitants live on the street, and 
occupy it like their own houses, they do their own city. 

>The place where we can find ecletism : several 
architecture, differents populations, differents 
functions:  
It’s the place where everyone is going and crossing 
themselves: the users of streets are multiples (habitants, 
workers,  homeless, drug dealers, elderpeople, police,  
children, etc...

> Relation bewteen private and public where you can 
find some borders bewteen them.

Why thE strEEts?

“The street is the firt institution of man, a meeting 
room with no ceiling”   

 Louis Kahn

Why REcLaIM ThE sTREETs?
 
>The streets are an essential part of the city. This is the street that plays quality of life of the neighborhood. Especially 
in Greece, particularly in Exarchia the streets is the place where people find each other for sharing and meeting. We 
want then find some streets “sick,” and put in a social and urban life, based on spontaneity. a street must be alive by 
ownership: you must live on the street. The street can be part of our habitat. 



Why this strEEts?

> 2 main squares are in our area

> a lot of pedestrian streets

> The car’s place is too present

> mixity of groundfloor program
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Traffic

> Always one direction for each street, even if there is two or tree ways for the cars
> More and more we are going until Streffi Hill, the roads are less and less importants

anaLysis

The direction and density of the traffic
main road (3cars+bus)

road for 2 cars (+bus)

road for 1car

Pedestrian street
squares



Parking lines on  the  road

> Where there are the pedestrian streets, there are aslo roads for cars, with two sides for parking
> More and more “parking road” when we are going to streffi Hill

anaLysis

parkings line for cars in the street



Parkings:  empty plot and underground

> In the opposite to have a lot of parkings roads near Streffi 
Hill, the parkings are around Exarchia and Navarinou Street
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Where cars aren’t allowed to park
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Where motobikes aren’t allowed to park
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anaLysis

Groundfloor Program
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Bars - restaurants
schools
shops

offices
housings
parkings places

empty spaces - empty shops
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Users
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Maps of the different users in the day time

students daily business drug users

drug dealers

homeless

costumers children



Subjective map: Problems of the traffic

Pedestrian Streets where some cars park

Parked cars’s street

Roadway street (park and traffic)

> Even if the main street of traffic is at the west, we can more feel the problems of the traffic at the 
east (pb of cars, less of parking lots, and street thiner more and more we are going toward Streffi Hill

What WE found?



Subjective map: activities
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> At the west: concentration of mixited program, and differents propulation BUT more and more 
abandonned buildings and abandonned shops. Furthermore, the urban plan is like a labyrinth
> At the East, mono-program Street and abandonned streets by the users ( they are passing but don’t spend time there )

What WE found?



Random Patron 

> unconfoRtAble feeling

> like the buildings, the StReetS ARe SoMetiMeS 
AbAndonned, even if we can find mixity

Squared Patron

> eMPty PedeStRiAn StReetS (mono-funtion, 
sterelization)

> traffic problems: the cars streets are becoming all 
road ways

What WE found?
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Random Patron 

> unconfoRtAble feeling

> like the buildings, the StReetS ARe SoMetiMeS 
AbAndonned, even if we can find mixity



Pavement and entrances

> Pedestrian way is then middle: the spaces outside (entrances, façades and vegetations) are steriled.

random Patron



Pavement and entrances

> Pedestrian way is then middle: the spaces outside (entrances, façades and vegetations) are steriled.

useless space

useless space

useless space

pedestrian walk

pedestrian walk

random Patron



Entrances and corridors

> Some entrances are steriles, but we can notice a beginning of life for the shop (pictures at the right)
> The entrance of housing are in the streets going toward the squares: the main pedestrian street is sterile

random Patron



Cars not allowed to park

> cars affect the pedestrian traffic
> cars are parked where in the unoccupied spaces (between facade and vegetation)
> the cars’s streets are closing the 
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motobikes not allowed to park
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Vegetation
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Sections - Vegetation
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Lights
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Graffitis
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Squared Patron

Squared Patron

> eMPty PedeStRiAn StReetS (mono-funtion, 
sterelization)

> traffic problems: the cars streets are becoming all 
road ways



Entrances and corridors

> Sterilatation of the streets: bars, graffiti, closed windows, 
etc...
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Entrances and corridors
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> Game between the entrances and the pavement
> Lights and vegetation too closed: lack of light

Entrances and corridors
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Sections - Vegetation

Squared Patron

> Vegetation enchained, in flower pots
> when it’s not enchained, it’s disturbing the lights
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Sections - Vegetation
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Lights
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Cars not allowed to park

Squared Patron

Parkings lines 

cars aren’t allowed to park

> Problems of the traffic: streets full for cars (allowed or not)
> Cars in a pedestrian street
> Road sterelisation: division of the street and  space “for that purpose”
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motobikes not allowed to park

Squared Patron

> Pedestrian streets become a parking for the motocycles?
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Graffitis
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sTERILIzaTIoN PRocEss 

Vegetation is chained, bars protect the windows, cars park in the pedestrian streets, and the streets 
become “streets to cars.” The streets are sterile. 
The car takes up too much of today in our streets. The street is not only a circulation space. outside, 
we should feel at home, not at “them” ... 

-Regulatory sterilization: “space provided for that purpose”
-Road sterilization: division street 
-Residential sterilization: no mixity

since the urban project in 2008, some pedestrian streets in Exarchia were nice and well-used. We 
want to go through with this urban initiative reclaim the streets.

PRoBLEMs 
     sTERILIzaTIoN PRocEss

> TRaFFIc

- cars are too presents
 The streets become “streets for cars”
 The street is not only a circulation space
 Regulatory sterilization: “space provided for that purpose”
 Road sterilization: division street

> No oNE IN ThE sTREETs

-Mono-funtion on the street
-The feeling of the insecurity 
 Lights
 Borders between private and public
 Barred entrances
 Vegetation is chained 

 



SOLUTiONS

> MIcRo URBaNIsME: We don’t want to act by large and vast urban operations. We want to act locally and daily: with our scale and in front of our house.  

> aUTo-PRodUcTIoN of the streets : use of existing initiatives (Exarchia square, ownership of streets like anafiottiki, Navarino social housing, etc ...)
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SOLUTiON / TrAFFiC

Today

- cars are too presents
 The streets become “streets to cars”
 The street is not only a circulation space
 Regulatory sterilization: “space provided for that purpose”
 Road sterilization: division street

Squared Patron



ToMoRRoW

Empty buildings which could be used like a free parking near the 
common carriers

santa Monica civic center parking garage
> example of a building reconversion in a parking

Nicolas soulier: definition of the frontage

New bus line

Pedestrian street where cars are totally forbidden

SOLUTiON / TrAFFiC

Verkehrsberuhigter Bereich 
“domain flow subsided. “

The instructions in this panel could be translated as follows: 
- Roll the pitch (flow speed walking) 
- Pedestrians can use the street in its entire width 
- children’s games are allowed anywhere 
- Not that where parking is provided 
- all the people who move must be full of respect towards each other.
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SOLUTiON / TrAFFiC

Squared Patron

cresoustreet
NoW

aFTER

Brême

> TRaFFIc

- cars are less presents
 The streets become “streets for pedestrians”
 Road sterilization: division street

1- 30km/h + free parkings
2- Make use of “soft mobility” in town (common carriers, pedestrian walkways and bikeways)
3- Pass the traffic code to the street code: reduce the cars’ space
use se pedestrian street like > somewhere where you can pass aNd stay (soft mobilities) by 
foot and by bike

> BoRdERs PUBLIc-PRIVaTE haVE To chaNGE

-The habitants have to live the streets
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zoodochou Pigis street

SOLUTiON / TrAFFiC

Squared Patron

aFTER

NoW

parkings days in Toulouse: during one day a parking place is something else
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SOLUTiON / TrAFFiC

Squared Patron

zoodochou Pigis street
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> TRaFFIc

- cars are less presents
 The streets become “streets for pedestrians”
 Road sterilization: division street

1- 30km/h + free parkings
2- Make use of “soft mobility” in town (common carriers, pedestrian walkways and bikeways)
3- Pass the traffic code to the street code: reduce the cars’ space
use se pedestrian street like > somewhere where you can pass aNd stay (soft mobilities) by 
foot and by bike

> BoRdERs PUBLIc-PRIVaTE haVE To chaNGE

-The habitants have to live the streets

 



SOLUTiON / PEdESTriAN STrEET

Squared Patron

Today

> No oNE IN ThE sTREETs

-Mono-funtion on the street
-sterelisation
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SOLUTiON / PEdESTriAN STrEET

Squared Patron

ToMoRRoW

> aPPRoPRIaTIoN oF ThE sTREETs

-change the limits bewteen private and 
public for the habitants

?
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Nicolas soulier: definition of the frontage

Example of a solution for the parking day

Nantes

viertel - germany
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SOLUTiON / PEdESTriAN STrEET 
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